Dear Members and Friends,

Registration is now open for the intergenerational conference **GSI** is having in conjunction with the World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants. For dates and registration information please see the November 9th conference listing below.

**Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)**

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of *landsmanschaften* and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the **GSI** interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our **GSI** website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

**GSI** has an “open” Facebook Group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Don’t just pity Holocaust survivors, help them. Here’s how.

RESTITUTION

Romanian, Serbian Holocaust survivors receive restitution payments - Jerusalem Post

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Colloquium 2018: Stand Up Against Hate
May 9, 2018  9:15 am – 12:30 pm
Collins Arena (Parking Lot 6), Brookdale Community College, 765 Newman Springs Road, Lincroft, NJ
For more information & to register go to: https://chhange.org/exhibits-events/events/36th-annual-colloquium. For questions, call Chhange at 732-224-1889 or email contact@chhange.org

Third Biannual Conference for Holocaust Education Centers
May 22 – 25, 2018
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
For more: https://events.ushmm.org/profile/form/index.cfm?PKformID=0x39825abcd

The Police and the Holocaust:
The Role of Police Forces in the Genocide of Jews and Roma
May 30 – 31, 2018
National Theater, Guatemala City, Guatemala
For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=MCHGUATPOLC0518

2nd Annual Dr. Paul Winkler Holocaust & Genocide Educators’ Conference
Dispelling Stereotypes & Enhancing Diversity: Strategies to Reach Students
June 7, 2018  8:30 am – 1:00 pm
Mercer County Community College Conference Center, Main Auditorium, West Windsor, NJ
For more: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1prqiGNooBs42QQm_8qJ4721rXtByZoS/view

10th International Conference on Holocaust Education at Yad Vashem
Holocaust Education: Time, Place, and Relevance
June 25 – 28, 2018
International School for Holocaust Studies, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
Museum Teacher Fellowship Program
July 9 – 13, 2018
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Learn more

2018 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer National Conference for Educators
English Language Arts Session: July 23 – 25, 2018
Social Studies / History Session: July 26 – 28, 2018
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Learn more

The 11th Annual Powell-Heller Conference for Holocaust Education
Anatomy in National Socialist (Nazi) Germany –
Politics, Science, Ethics and Legacies
October 24 – 26, 2018
Pacific Lutheran University, 12180 Park Ave S, Tacoma, WA
For more: plu.edu/holocaustconference

The Holocaust: Global Perspectives and National Narratives
November 1 – 4, 2018
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO
For more: hef@northwestern.edu.

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants
In Conjunction with Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)
Intergenerational Conference
November 9 – 12, 2018
West Palm Beach Marriott Hotel, West Palm Beach, FL
For more: www.holocaustchild.org/index.php/product/2018-conference-registration/

The Time Dimension During and Regarding the Holocaust:
In Real-Time and in Retrospect
December 17 – 20, 2018
International Institute for Holocaust Research, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: research.institute@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Film in Teaching about the Holocaust and Genocide
May 15, 2018  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Ramapo College, Trustees Pavilion, Mahwah, NJ
For more: holgen@ramapo.edu.
**Racial Practice: Theory, Policy, and Execution in Nazi Germany and the Jim Crow South**
June 4 – 15, 2018
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

[Learn more](#)

**Summer Workshop for Educators**
**Why the Holocaust Matters Today**
June 12, 2018 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Optional visit to Holocaust Memorial, Dinner, Evening Program 4:30 -7:30 pm
JCC of Greater Columbus, 125 College Ave, Columbus, Ohio
Fees. For registration and more information: [https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bdy-2eGyGwHS6yBj-Msk_PVNYoKEL3Xr/view](https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bdy-2eGyGwHS6yBj-Msk_PVNYoKEL3Xr/view)

**International Tracing Service (ITS) Workshop**
June 25 – 27, 2018
Bad Arolsen, Germany
For more: [historical-research@its-arolsen.org, www.its-arolsen.org](mailto:historical-research@its-arolsen.org, www.its-arolsen.org)

**Summer Institute**
**The Holocaust and Jewish Civilisation**
July 2 – 11, 2018
Royal Holloway Campus, Egham, Surrey, England
For information: [HolocaustRI@rhul.ac.uk](mailto:HolocaustRI@rhul.ac.uk).

**Summer Workshop for Scholars**
"Your brother's blood cries out to me": 
**Face-to-face Killings During the Holocaust**
July 9 – 11, 2018
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
[Information](#) and [Application Form July 2018](#)

**Buried Words:** 
**A Workshop on Sexuality, Violence and Holocaust Testimonies**
October 11, 2018
Toronto, Canada
For more: [stephanie@azrielifoundation.org](mailto:stephanie@azrielifoundation.org).
2018 Ethel LeFراك Holocaust Education Conference

Women, The Holocaust and Genocide

October 21 – 23, 2018
Seton Hill University, Greensburg, PA
For more: www.setonhill.edu/centers-community-programs/holocaust-center/ethel-lefrak-holocaust-education-conference/

Searching for Each Other: Survivors Attempts in the Post-War Period to Locate Missing Relatives and Friends

December 10 – 11, 2018
International Institute for Holocaust Research, Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
For more: research.institute@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – May 1, 2018—Cutler Plotkin Jewish Heritage Center, 122 E. Culver St, Phoenix, AZ
Exhibit: We Remember: Extraordinary Stories of Holocaust Survivors, Liberators and Righteous Gentiles. For more: www.azjhs.org

Now – May 3, 2018—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Exhibit: From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust. Created by the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, this exhibit describes the experiences of original eyewitnesses to the Holocaust through photo collages with explanatory text, videotaped interviews, and historical artifacts. This year the exhibit will also feature Holocaust Heroes: Fierce Females, tapestries and sculpture by Linda Stein. For more information: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

Now – May 6, 2018—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 North Federal Highway, Dania Beach, FL

Now – May 12, 2018—Ronald Feldman Gallery, 31 Mercer Street, SoHo, New York, NY
Exhibit: Violated! Women in Holocaust and Genocide. Exhibit includes two artworks done inside Nazi concentration camps, along with other cutting-edge works addressing sexual violation in a variety of media and styles. For more: Click here or info@rememberwomen.org

Now – May 13, 2018—Parlamentarium, Willy Brandt Building, Rue Wiertz / Wiertzstraat 60
Brussels, Belgium
Now - May 20, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
20th Anniversary Exhibit: Learning to Remember, highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – May 22, 2018—Center for Bioethics and Humanities, University of Colorado, 13080 E 19th Avenue, Aurora, CO
US Holocaust Memorial Museum exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race. For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=TEDDLYMDNCO0318

Exhibit: Fate Unknown: The Search for the Missing after the Holocaust. For more: www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/fate-unknown

Now – May 30, 2018—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
Exhibit: Let Me Be Myself: The Life Story of Anne Frank. For more information: info@holocaustcenterseattle.org.

Art installation: Eyewitness, portraits of Holocaust survivors living in New York City. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – June 17, 2018—Arte Canal Exhibition Center, Madrid, Spain
International traveling exhibition on the history of Auschwitz. For more: www.auschwitz.net.

Exhibit: Memory Unearthed: The Lodz Ghetto Photographs of Henryk Ross, featuring more than 200 photographs, supplemented by artifacts and testimony presented in the context of Lodz Ghetto history. For more: http://mjhnyc.org/current-exhibitions/

Now – June 24, 2018—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: Speak Truth to Power: Human Rights Defenders Who Are Changing Our World, highlighting the experiences of nearly 50 courageous Upstanders from around the world to educate visitors about human rights, and urge them to take action. For more: www.illholocaustmuseum.org/pages/exhibitions/special-exhibitions/

Now – June 30, 2018—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The Paper Brigade: Smuggling Rare Books and Documents in Nazi-Occupied Vilna, a story of cultural resistance about a group of slave laborers in the Vilna ghetto who smuggled and hid rare books and manuscripts in the midst of the Holocaust. For more: www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/the-paper-brigade
Now – July 15, 2018—Florida Holocaust Museum, St Petersburg, FL
Exhibit: *Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann*, the secret history behind the capture, extradition, and trial of one of the most notorious escaped Nazi war criminals, told using recently declassified artifacts from the Mossad, Israel’s Secret Intelligence Service. For more: [www.flholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.flholocaustmuseum.org/)

Now – August 26, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: *New Dimensions in Testimony*, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor. For more: [http://mjhny.org/current-exhibitions/](http://mjhny.org/current-exhibitions/)

Now – August 26, 2018—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: *The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm*, featuring the short HBO documentary accompanied by rotoscope animation which brings the film’s archival footage and photos to life. For more: [http://mjhny.org/current-exhibitions/](http://mjhny.org/current-exhibitions/)

Now – September 23, 2018—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: *75th Anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising*, telling the stories of the uprising’s leaders and local Survivors who lived through the heroic resistance through photos. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org).

Now – October 11, 2018—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Exhibition: *Americans and the Holocaust* and *American Witnesses*. For more information: [www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/](http://www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/)

Now – November 8, 2018—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: *The 1938 Projekt: Posts from the Past*, featuring materials illustrating the range of reactions and emotions of those struggling to escape Germany and Austria in order to survive. For more: [www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/1938-projekt](http://www.cjh.org/culture/exhibitions/1938-projekt)

May 1, 2018, 4:00 pm—710 Social Sciences Bldg, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Teaching with Testimony: Genocide Survivor Testimonies of the USC Shoah Foundation's Visual History Archive at the U of M with Dr. Martha Stroud.

May 2, 2018, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person: Conversations with survivors of the Holocaust with Ralph Berets.
For more: [www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/](http://www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/)

May 2, 2018, 7:00 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
“It was wrong of Hitler to throw out the Jews” The Holocaust as Remembered by German
Schoolchildren with **Dr. Beate Muller**, Newcastle University, UK. RSVP to dowi@jhbholocaust.co.za

May 3, 2018, 11:00 am— US Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Washington, DC**
First Person: Conversations with survivors of the Holocaust with **Julie Keefer**. For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/

May 3 – 4, 2018—Strathmore, 5301 Tuckerman, Lane, **North Bethesda, MD**
World premiere of **Iron & Coal: Survivor and Son**. A Holocaust survivor and his son journey to find perspective on his father/s life. Tickets: www.strathmore.org/IRONandCoal; 301-581-5100

May 3, 2018, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq. **London, England**
As part of the exhibit: **Fate Unknown: The Search for the Missing after the Holocaust: The Greatest Detective Story in History and the Search for Missing Children after the Holocaust**. Book your place.

May 3, 2018, 7:00 pm—Trustee Pavilion, Ramapo College, **Mahwah, NJ**
Screening of the film **1945**. For more: holgen@ramapo.edu

May 6, 2018, 12:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, **Whippany, NJ**
**Mini International Arts Film Fest** featuring award-winning documentary, **Nana**, by 3G filmmaker **Serena Dykman**, who will be present for a post-screening discussion; short documentary **My Little Diary: The Story of Eva Heyman (1931-1945)**; and theatrical trailers about local survivors. **Michael Zieger**, a child survivor saved by the subject of a picture book, **The Secret of the Village Fool**, will discuss the book which is currently being made into a feature film. For more: https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed2/2/2/Mini-Art-Film-Festival-2018.pdf

May 6, 2018, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
**Stories Survive Speaker Series**: Hear Polish Holocaust survivor **Celia Kener** discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. For more information and to reserve a seat: https://mjhnyc.org/events/stories-survive-speaker-series-celia-kener/

May 7, 2018, 7:00 pm— Learning Center, Rose Library, Drew University, **Madison, NJ**

May 7, 2018, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Washington, DC**
**The Big Questions of Holocaust History** with speakers **Christopher R. Browning**, University of North Carolina, **Debórah Dwork**, Clark University, **Peter Hayes**, Northwestern University **Kristen Monroe**, University of California, Irvine. For more information: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=MCHCRITJUNCSYMP0518

May 8, 2018, 12:00 pm—1210 Heller Hall, 271 19th Ave S, Univ. of Minnesota, **Minneapolis, MN**
**The Sins of the Fathers: A Lecture by Jeffrey Olick**
May 9, 2018, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors with Susan Warsinger.
For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/

May 10, 2018, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors with Albert Garih.
For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/

May 10, 2018, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq. London, England
As part of the exhibit: Fate Unknown: The Search for the Missing after the Holocaust: 'That is Bella, Only Seven': The Depiction of Holocaust Survivors in Liberator Narratives. Dr. Mark Celinscak will discuss the surrender and relief of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in northwest Germany at the end of the Second World War, drawing on diaries, letters, and personal interviews with both British and Canadian military personnel. Book your place

May 10, 2018, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Lost Town, a documentary about one man’s obsessive search to get closer to his deceased father by uncovering the story of his family’s town of Trochenbrod, using documentary footage, animation, and survivor testimonies. For more information: https://mjhnyc.org/events/lost-town/

May 10, 2018, 8:00 pm—JCC Krakow, 24 Miodowa, Krakow, Poland
Krakow Premiere: Nana, about Maryla Michalowski-Dyamant. Auschwitz prisoner forced to translate for the “Angel of Death,” Dr. Mengele, followed by Q&A with Maryla’s daughter, Alice Michalowski and granddaughter, 3G filmmaker Serena Dykman.

May 11, 2018, 6:00 pm — Kino Nowosc W Bedzine, 3 Ul. Potockiego, Bedzin, Poland
Nana, about Maryla Michalowski-Dyamant. Auschwitz prisoner forced to translate for the “Angel of Death,” Dr. Mengele, followed by Q&A with Maryla’s daughter, Alice Michalowski and granddaughter, 3G filmmaker Serena Dykman. For more: www.facebook.com/events/1954937544577687/, www.nanafilm.com/.

May 13, 2018, 2:30 pm—Memorial de la Shoah, 17 Rue Geoffroy l’Asnier, Paris, France
Paris Premiere: Nana, about Maryla Michalowski-Dyamant. Auschwitz prisoner forced to translate for the “Angel of Death,” Dr. Mengele, followed by Q&A with Maryla’s daughter, Alice Michalowski and granddaughter, 3G filmmaker Serena Dykman. For more: www.memorialdelashoah.org/evenements-expositions/projections/nana-de-serena-dykman.html

May 16, 2018, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors with David Bayer. For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/

May 16, 2018, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s Real to Reel Holocaust Film Series: Casablanca, followed by a discussion about the newest revelation regarding FDR and immigrants. For more: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.
May 17, 2018, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors with Sam Ponczak. For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/

May 17, 2018, 6:30 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St., New York, NY
Searching for Jewish Heritage with Joseph Berger, 2G author of Displaced Persons: Growing up American after the Holocaust. For tickets and more: https://programs.cjh.org/

May 17, 2018, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Train: Students of Bernard Zell Anshe Emet Day School working with Northlight Theatre will perform an original play inspired by Danny M. Cohen’s book Train, which focuses on six teenagers in 1943 Berlin and gives voice to the lesser heard victims of Nazism. Reservations required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

May 17, 2018, 7:00 pm—Kaye Playhouse at Hunter College, 695 Park Ave, New York, NY
Americans and the Holocaust: What Did New Yorkers Know? Speakers: Dr. Rebecca Kobrin, Columbia University, & JoAnna Wasserman, US Holocaust Memorial Museum. For more: https://www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=NYHUNTERPP0518

May 23, 2018, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Lunch & Learn with 2G Ann Scheingold, who will discuss her parents’ Holocaust experience. Please bring a dairy lunch; beverage and cookies provided. RSVP: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194

May 27, 2018, 11:00 am—Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun, 125 East 85th St, New York, NY
Memorial Tribute to Prof. David S. Wyman, author of The Abandonment of the Jews. For more: info@wymaninstitute.org / 202-434-8994.

May 31, 2018, 6:30 pm—Tamari Hall 8&9, Lipa Green Centre, 4600 Bathurst St, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
In Conversation With: Julia Creet and John Lorinc, both of whom grew up unaware they were children of Holocaust survivors. The speakers will share their respective discoveries of their hidden heritage, highlighting lesser-known stories of Holocaust survivors who tried to forget. Fees. Registration required. For more information: www.holocaustcentre.com/Programs/Dialogue-for-Descendants

May 31, 2018, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
The Dilemma of Free Speech: From Skokie to Charlottesville. Jason C. DeSanto, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law, will examine the First Amendment, as related to the attempted neo-Nazi March in Skokie 1978, and more current events and concerns tied to societal issues and individual rights. Reservations required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

June 6, 2018, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s Real to Reel Holocaust Film Series. For more: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194
June 6, 2018, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

*Far from Us, But Close at Heart: Sephardic Jews in America Confront the Holocaust.* Dr. Devin Naar, University of Washington, will weave together two overlooked stories not part of the mainstream Holocaust narrative: the devastating experiences of Sephardic Jews in Nazi-occupied Greece and the frantic efforts of their relatives in the United States to come to their aid.  

www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=MAWEINMANN0618

June 7, 2018, 12:00 pm—Bet Am Shalom Synagogue, 295 Soundview Ave, White Plains, NY

Spring luncheon featuring a screening of *The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm.* Fees. For more: mjasper@hhrecny.org, www.hhrecny.org.

June 13 – August 31, 2018—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida, Maitland, FL

US Holocaust Memorial Museum Exhibit: *Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race.* For more: www.ushmm.org/online/calendar/eventDetails.php?event=TEDDLYMDNCFL0818

June 14, 2018, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

*Shores of Light,* about Jewish survivors who landed in Southern Italy after WWII, on their way to Israel. This documentary, weaving historical footage with testimonies, follows the story of three Israeli women born at that time as they discover the place and culture where their parents began to believe in life again. For more information: https://mjhnyc.org/events/shores-of-light/.

June 17, 2018, 2:00 pm—Institute of Polish Jewish Studies, JW3 Jewish Center, Finchley Road, London, England

*Following in the Footsteps of the Holocaust in Transnistria* with Carol Elias. For more information: carol8helen@gmail.com.

June 18, 2018, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ

Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Lunch & Learn with a Holocaust survivor. Please bring a dairy lunch; beverage and cookies provided. RSVP: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI…** Online newsletters

**FYI…** Haifa Lonely Grandparent Adoption (Adopt-A-Safta) is having a training session on May 6th. For more information: www.AdoptASafta.com

**FYI…** The US Holocaust Memorial Museum has a new online exhibition: *Americans and the Holocaust.* Visit the online exhibition to explore the choices made by Americans during this era.
FYI… Congratulations to Gwendolyn Trautman and Lauren Helner, students at Lakeview High School in Battle Creek, MI. They have been recognized for their prize winning film entry “All It Takes” in the Chapman University Holocaust Art & Writing Contest and for creating a tribute to survivor Sonia Tebrich.

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics: http://defendinghistory.com/welcome-to-defending-history

FYI… From the JTA archive
Jewish communities worldwide commemorate Jews killed by Nazis
Swiss National Bank admits it helped Nazis during WWII
Nazis try to implicate Jewish scholar in plot to burn Reichstag

FYI… Videos, audios, podcasts and / or slideshows of interest:
Across Borders – International
How diplomacy helped save lives during the Holocaust
Nazi Hunter: Europe Must Confront ‘Urgent Problem of Holocaust Distortion’

Albania
Watch: Noble Albanian Rescue of Jews During the Holocaust

Australia
Watch: Australians remember the Holocaust in a powerful way

Belgium
'My mother saved my life,' Holocaust survivor tells Euronews

Egypt
Watch: ‘Scope of the Holocaust is Just a Rumor,’ Says Egyptian Journalist

Croatia
Watch: How the ‘Croatian Shirley Temple’ Became a Victim of the Holocaust

Greece
Watch: How a Jewish Singer Used Her Fame to Secretly Fight the Nazis

Israel
Powerful: 600 Holocaust Survivors, Children, Grandchildren Sing ‘I’m Still Alive!’
Hebrew Songs in the Concentration Camp: 6 Holocaust Survivors Tell Their Stories
Watch: Rising from the Ashes – Stories from Survivors
Watch: Testimony – My First Day in a Nazi Death Camp
Horrific Details of Hitler’s Final Solution Known to ‘Indifferent’ Free World in 1943
Watch: Rising from the Ashes – Israel is Our Home
Watch: A Survivor’s Deep Faith in Divine Providence
Watch: Israeli Leaders Lay Wreaths at Holocaust Remembrance Day Ceremony
Powerful: Holocaust Remembrance Day Sirens Sound Throughout Israel
Watch: Israel Mourns 6 Million Souls on Holocaust Remembrance Day
Yom Hashoah / Holocaust Remembrance Day 2018 Mahane Yehuda ...
Yom Hashoah siren - Holocaust Remembrance Day in Israel 2018 ...
Remembering Righteous Diplomats Who Saved Jews During the Holocaust
Watch: How Palestinian TV Promotes Holocaust Denial, Nazi Conspiracies

Poland
Watch: Warsaw – Where the Jews Fought Back
Watch: Last Remaining Fighter in Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
Watch: Where Are the Jewish Tombstones in a Polish Town?
Watch: As a teen, he boxed his way through Auschwitz. At 92, he is one of the world's oldest living journalists.
Watch: 30th Annual March of the Living Held in Krakow, Poland
Watch: This nightclub in Poland used to be a synagogue

South Africa
Global Partisans’ Song Project on TV: https://youtu.be/tnaCtuqVBgg

UK
BBC World Service - Witness, Surviving Bergen ... - bbc.co.uk

USA
Long-lost film that predicted rise of anti-Semitism has ...
David Eisenhower Reflects On Grandfather's Impact After The ...
Tim Kaine Talks VA Tech, Gun Reform - Videos - NowThis
Watch: US Congresswoman Introduces ‘Never Again’ Bill
Madeleine Albright Warns: Don't Let Fascism Go 'Unnoticed ...
US Holocaust Museum 2018 Global Issues Forum - ushmm.org
Annual Gathering of Remembrance—New York
Ken Jacobson (ADL Deputy National Director) on Yom Hashoah
Watch: This Innovative Technology Allows You To Have Virtual Conversations With Holocaust Survivors
Discover Lest We Forget >>
Auschwitz Remembrance Is Tinged With Tension Over Poland's Holocaust Speech Law
Auschwitz note: She did not survive the Holocaust but her words did
Childhood Holocaust survivors reunited after 76 years
ClickFix: Holocaust survivor Bertha Ireana Roth
Should students be able to opt-out of Holocaust assembly?
New Poll Shows More Americans Don't Know About The ...
Survey: Holocaust Is Fading From American Memory
As American Awareness Fades, Holocaust Museum Refreshes The Story
Americans Are Forgetting About The Holocaust. Here's Why That Matters
'Suffering needs witness': Hear a Holocaust survivor share her story
Survivors Of Deadly School Shooting Share Their Horror « CBS Miami
Holocaust History Came Alive In Parkland Shooting
How My Grandma Survived The Holocaust
Video: 'CBS Sunday Morning' comes to St. Petersburg for Nazi exhibit
US astronaut records Holocaust remembrance message in space ...
Seth Meyers Names Baby After Holocaust Survivor Great ...

FYI... Articles in the news... Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If any link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
How does Education about the Holocaust advance Global Citizenship ... UNESCO
70 years after Holocaust, Jews in Europe do not feel safe
Where was God During the Holocaust?
The Jewish Army That Could Have Fought Hitler
World Jewish Population Has Yet to Recover from the Holocaust
Pre-Holocaust Jewish Fortunes will Never be Recovered
World Jewish population numbers 14.5 million as Israel commemorates Holocaust - Israel Hayom
Research Reveals Allies Knew About Holocaust Years Earlier Than Assumed
The Holocaust Continues to Haunt Europe
The toxic reality of antisemitism in Europe
An old beast re-awoken, anti-Semitism stalks Europe, US once more
United Nations has 'responsibility to preserve the truth'
Remembering The ‘Other Schindlers’ Who Risked Their Lives To Rescue Jews
Opinion: The evils of the Holocaust demand that each one of us be a lifesaver
How Films Play a Special Role in Remembering the Holocaust
The revival of Hitler's name in the public domain - Opinion - Jerusalem ...
Kicked into the concentration camps: How the Holocaust cut short a golden age for Jewish soccer

Argentina
An exhibit on soccer during the Holocaust is on display at one of Buenos Aires' biggest stadiums

Australia
Barrister to meet with Holocaust survivors after Dutton-Nazi retweet

Austria
Austrian Holocaust Denier Gerd Honsik dies
2 Nazi-looted drawings must be returned to heirs of Austrian Holocaust victim, NY court rules

Brazil
Message for Holocaust Remembrance Day projected on Brazil’s National Congress buildings - JTA

Canada
'We had to put it aside to survive', says Holocaust survivor speaking in Saskatoon | CBC News
Holocaust survivor recalls 2 years hiding in attic to mark ...
Allison Hanes: Holocaust survivor shares her story, hoping the world will listen
Montreal Holocaust survivors tell their story on ... - Global News
Holocaust survivor to share harrowing tale at war museum | CBC News
His father brought hundreds of Jewish tailors to Canada. Now he's stitching together their stories. (CBC)
We must see the memory of the Holocaust through to our children - The Canadian Jewish News
Finally a Holocaust name to mourn
The Righteous Among the Nations: Why did they do it?
The Great Hunt: The search for the hidden Jews of liberated Europe
Swastika Trail dispute heading to court - Israel National News

France
Netanyahu calls son of murdered Holocaust survivor in Paris to offer condolences
On Passover, we can’t forget Mireille Knoll, newly murdered Holocaust survivor, …
Top French Writer Pays Tribute to Slain Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll in Emotional Poem on National TV
Paris, When It Mourns – And Fights Hatred
Mother of Suspect in Antisemitic Murder of Holocaust Survivor Mireille Knoll Arrested by French Police for Evidence Tampering
Opinion | What Are the French Doing to Protect Jews? A Lot.
Franck Bauer, voice of French resistance to Nazis, dies at 99
Shot Gun-Wielding Man Threatens Staff of Holocaust Memorial in Northwestern France

Germany
Ex-Nazi guard, 94, charged as accessory to Auschwitz murders
Ex-Auschwitz Guard, Now 94, Charged In Germany As Accomplice In 13,335 Murders At The Camp
Can We Talk About Rape In The Holocaust Yet? – The Forward
A 1938 Nazi law forced Jews to register their wealth — making it easier to steal (Smithsonian)
The Roots of Hitler's Hate
How American racism influenced Hitler (New Yorker)
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp exhibition focuses on the fate of children | DW | 17.04.2018
Sachsenhausen concentration camp: Anniversary of liberation | DW | 22.04.2018
Nazis destroyed this Berlin synagogue. A Muslim politician and a …
Hans Asperger aided and supported Nazi programme, study says
Hans Asperger ‘Actively Assisted’ Nazi Eugenics Policies, Study Claims
Hans Asperger Aided Nazi Child Euthanasia, Study Says
Berlin museum offers glimpse of Leni Riefenstahl estate
In 1948, Leonard Bernstein Led This Orchestra of Holocaust Survivors
Germany Struggles With an Unfamiliar Form of Anti-Semitism - WSJ
The Goering Brothers: Heredity is Not Destiny
Did the Bookkeeper of Auschwitz Redeem Himself?
When Neo-Nazis Marched Through Berlin’s Old Jewish Quarter, a Bookshop Took Notice
Jewish ghosts linger as German households still make use of stolen heirlooms (Times of Israel)
Why I became a German citizen, 80 years after escaping the Nazis as ...
Artists return German music award over rappers’ Holocaust lyrics
Get In Free if You'll Wear a Swastika: A German Theater's Provocation
Holocaust and the Nazi Era - The New York Times
Wreck of Nazi Germany's Most Advanced U-Boat Discovered
'Kippah' Rally in Berlin Draws Thousands Protesting Anti-Semitism
German gov't anti-Semitism czar agrees it can be unsafe to wear kippah in public
Watch: Israeli Pilot, Grandson of Holocaust Victims, Flies Over Germany with a Proud Message

Greece
The Greek Rabbi Who Saved His Community from the Holocaust
Holocaust Survivor, Courageous Family Who Saved Him Reunited at LES Synagogue

Hungary
As Hungarian Jewry perished in the Holocaust, was the US really so indifferent?

Israel
Daughter of Nazis Honored for Saving Lives in Israel
This Holocaust survivor fought in Israel's War of Independence
A Holocaust survivor recalls fighting in Israel’s War of Independence
Building a state in the shadow of the Holocaust
Special Israeli Unit Helps Holocaust Survivors Find Lost Relatives
Yad Vashem: Preserving the Memory of the Six Million
On Holocaust Remembrance Day, we remember that quest for justice continues
Israel Remembers Six Million on Holocaust Remembrance Day
Israel Stops to Commemorate 6 Million Jewish Holocaust Victims
What Happens on Yom Hashoah, Israel’s Holocaust Remembrance Day?
Holocaust remembrance and lights in the darkness - The Jerusalem Post
The Artist Who Forewarned the Dangers of the Nazis

Tear-Stained Letters from the Holocaust Reveal Victims' Lives

A Holocaust Love Story

This woman is a hero of the Holocaust in Poland – but virtually unknown in Israel

Groundbreaking exhibition depicts sexual violence against women in the Holocaust

Center Field: How survivors suddenly became superheroes

Student's Film Added to Israel's Official Holocaust Museum

When trauma is passed from Holocaust victims to children

Holocaust survivors’ challenges to be tackled in 36-hour Tel Aviv hackathon

Six survivors to light torches and give testimony at Yad Vashem ceremony

After Decades of Silence, Holocaust Survivors Share Their Harrowing Accounts

April 11, 2018: Our survivors come first - Opinion - Jerusalem Post

Holocaust survivors get pampering, makeovers ahead of remembrance day

In Poland and Israel, a witness creation program

Can we talk about the Holocaust with children?

'Don't teach preschoolers about the Holocaust'

Holocaust survivors’ dolls brought back to life

Hundreds of Holocaust survivors gather to sing ode to life

'Ensure that the memory of the Holocaust lives among us'

The Holocaust: Dwelling alone

Never say you have reached the end of the road - WE ARE HERE!

Never again — probably

The Holocaust for the next generation

Stop Holocaust-Based Identity!

The upside-down B

'It is right to call you heroes of the Holocaust'

Column One: Israel and Anne Frank’s Jewishness

A Holocaust ‘Haggada’

Imagine: What If the Holocaust Never Happened?

Granddaughters of Nazi officer, Holocaust survivor fall in love making film

Holocaust music written in Nazi concentration camps to be showcased ...

Israeli lawmakers battle over ties with Nazi-linked Austrian party
Hamas’s Chosen Weapon Against Muslim Moderates Is Holocaust Denial, New Report Shows
(analysis)

Sick Lie: Palestinians Depict Holocaust Victims’ Photo as ‘Arabs Killed By Jews’

‘Hitler was Daring’: How the Palestinians Revere the Nazis

The Media, Palestinian Nazi Flags, and Hamas Talking Points

The Betrayal of the Holocaust

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Netanyahu Says Israel ‘Steadfast’ in Facing Iran

A Celebration of Jewish Survival and Strength: Never Again will Jews be Defenseless!

Italy

Hijacking the Holocaust

Italian soccer fans taunt rivals with anti-Semitic chants about Anne Frank - JTA

Latvia

Nazi SS veterans hold an annual march in Latvia. Here’s how one woman is fighting back.

Lithuania

Lithuanian bill would ban books critical of the country

Lithuania’s Museum of Holocaust Denial – Tablet Magazine

Lithuanian Jews reject proposed legislation to censor goods deemed to "distort the historical facts of Lithuania"

The Jews forgotten by their nation

Netherlands

Hero Who Hid Jewish Children in Laundry Baskets from Nazis …

Johan van Hulst Risked his Life to Save Jewish Children

The music of Holocaust victims returns to the Dutch concentration camp where they suffered - Jewish Telegraphic Agency

An employee at the Anne Frank House asked to wear a kippah. He waited 6 months for an answer.

Anne Frank House employee barred from wearing kippah

Anne Frank Foundation to Support BDS, Groups Demonizing Israel

Poland

The Warsaw Ghetto: the epitome of rightful resistance

5 Things to Know About the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
Mila 61
75 years after the Warsaw Ghetto uprising, Poland's Jews are not giving up
75 years after the Warsaw ghetto’s end, the dead live on ...
Daffodils to mark 75 years after Warsaw ghetto uprising ...
With daffodils, Poland marks 75th anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
World Jewish Congress delegation travels to Poland to commemorate 75th anniversary of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
How the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Inspired Rebellion in a Nazi Death Camp
Sol Liber, Resistance Fighter, 94
75 years after fall of Warsaw ghetto, survivor worries about rising nationalism
Did Poland Take Part in the Holocaust? New Claims Contradict Law ...
Israeli, Polish presidents fail to resolve Polish ‘Holocaust law’ crisis
Polish Ultranationalists Seek Prosecution of Israeli President Rivlin Over Reported Holocaust Remarks
Polish Nationalists Seek Probe of Israeli President’s Holocaust Remarks
Fighting for Jewish Restitution While Combating Antisemitism
Remarks by Ambassador Piotr Wilczek at Yom HaShoah Holocaust Remembrance Day
Address by President Andrzej Duda during the March of the Living in Auschwitz
‘Fake History:’ Former ADL Chief Abraham Foxman Slams Polish President’s Speech at Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Commemoration
At Auschwitz, remembering the Holocaust after the passage of a contentious Polish law
Polish president: Before the Germans, Auschwitz saw Jewish-Polish ‘coexistence’
She slapped a Nazi in the face and staged one of the most dramatic acts of wartime rebellion (Timeline)
Invisible Jews: Surviving the Holocaust in Poland
One Survivor’s Chilling Experience in Auschwitz
The lost diary of Poland’s ‘Anne Frank’: An untold testament of a truncated life
March of the Living: ‘Coming together as Jews, to remember’
President Rivlin to lead 12,000 participants in 30th March of the Living
Led by Rivlin, thousands of Israelis begin March of Living in Poland
March of the Living diary – Part I: A journey through our history
March of the Living diary - Part II: Picturesque Zamosc and Belzec ...
March of the Living diary – Part III: Auschwitz Birkenau
March of the Living diary – Part IV: The March of the Living
A Holocaust victim's decree: 'Always remember who you are'
‘Your grandfather saved my grandfather’: Meeting the Sugiharas at MOTL
Was this Polish shtetl’s pre-Holocaust Jewish history forgotten, or erased?
Polish Atrocities in Holocaust Echo Across Decades
Holocaust Survivors File Groundbreaking Lawsuit Against Pro-Nazi Publisher
Polish ex-president: Holocaust Law a ‘legislative failure …
The Polish Holocaust law's makers are not defending their country
In dig at Poland, Rivlin says no legislation can make Jews forget Holocaust
Poland Has a Way Out of Its Holocaust Memory Law
Polish historian says he was forced to switch jobs because of his Holocaust research
Polish survivors sue publisher over Holocaust denial Books
Poland criticizes US claim that Polish law glorifies Nazism | The Times …
In Warsaw, A Survey of the ‘Polish Law’s’ Damage
Polish Chief Rabbi: Some Jewish responses to Holocaust law …
Senior Polish Politician in Antisemitic Rant: ‘The Jews Are Not Humans, They Are Animals!’
Poland’s Deputy PM Calls for Prosecution of Former Political Ally Over ‘Jews Are Animals, Not Humans’ Tweet
Polish journalist calls World Jewish Congress a ‘gang of international blackmailers’
Auschwitz Survivor Marian Turski on the New Poland – Tablet Magazine
Who Stood with the Orphans When the Nazis Came?
Abba Kovner and the Jewish Avengers
With Eternity in their Hearts
Is there a future for Jews in Poland?
Jews in Poland fight to keep the past alive | DW | 23.04.2018
In Krakow, Jews Celebrate Their Community’s ‘Revival’ Amid Rising Xenophobia
Amid Ominous Stirrings, Passover In A Tiny Jewish Community In Southwestern Poland
Poland’s Bilgoraj remembers its Jews
In Ben-Gurion’s Polish hometown, residents dance the hora ahead of Israel’s 70th

Russia
How a small pogrom in Russia changed the course of history
Of ravines and lakeside retreats
Album ‘Yiddish Glory’ gives voice to once-lost Soviet Jewish WWII songs - Times of Israel

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Crown Prince Acknowledges Israel’s Right to Exist, Says Iranian Ayatollah ‘Makes Hitler Look Good’

UK
Do you know these children? The mystery of the Kindertransport photos
Frank Foley: The Spy who Saved 10,000 Jews
The mensch who told the world about the Shoah | Jewish News
Women’s experience in the Holocaust focus of new book by survivor turned scholar
Tributes to Holocaust survivor Alec Ward, who dies aged 91
A love that endured despite the Shoah
My family's story of survival in honor of Yom Hashoah (Metro)
The importance of bringing names back to life
The untold courage of women
If people don’t know about the Holocaust, it’s because they don’t really care
'I have to explain the Holocaust to young people'
Yom HaShoah: Community remembers Holocaust victims with yellow candles
My family has a Nazi past. I see that ideology returning to Europe. (Guardian)
'The best cabaret in Europe' - Nazi prisoners’ music premieres, 70 years on
Antiques Roadshow Holocaust Special nominated for a BAFTA
Chelsea Football Club 'honoured to participate' in March of the Living ...
UK Man Convicted of Hate Crime for Nazi-salute Dog Video
Scottish man who taught dog to do Nazi salute crowdfunds over $185,000 for appeal

Ukraine
Of ravines and lakeside retreats - Opinion - Jerusalem Post
Ukrainian teacher allegedly praises Hitler, performs Nazi salute with students

USA
Facts Needed About Holocaust Survivors’ Living Conditions
New US Law Helps Holocaust Survivors Secure Restitution, Seize Stolen Assets
US Holocaust Museum exhibition examines America's response to nazism abroad
Holocaust Museum project debunks myth that Americans weren't ...
Bigotry stopped Americans from intervening before the Holocaust. Not much has changed
Holocaust Museum rethinks FDR's World War II refugee legacy

Remembrance Day: Ivy Schamis was Teaching About the Holocaust When Shots Rang out at Parkland, Killing Two of Her Students. Now, the Lessons are Deeply Personal
Holocaust survivor, Give Kids the World founder Henri Landwirth dies at 91
Henri Landwirth, Give Kids the World founder, passes away at age 91
Give Kids The World Founder Henri Landwirth dead at 91

Community | Will The Holocaust Be Remembered 100 Years From Now?
Editorial: The Holocaust must be remembered, always
Americans have a ‘moral obligation’ to combat anti-Semitism, Trump Yom Hashoah proclamation says

Trump Yom HaShoah Message Pays Special Tribute to Warsaw Ghetto Fighters on 75th Anniversary of Uprising

Hate Groups Are Growing Under Trump - The Atlantic
Trump administration reportedly asked Israel to tamp down criticism of Polish Holocaust law
Gingrich slammed for likening FBI to Gestapo Holocaust Remembrance eve
Clarence Thomas’ wife says Jews 'gave up their firearms to Hitler'
House unanimously passes bill to help Holocaust survivors obtain restitution and seized assets
DC politician who spread Rothchilds conspiracy theory leaves midway through Holocaust museum tour
Reagan Aide’s New Job: Downplay ‘Polish Complicity in the Holocaust’

An Obscure Magazine From 1934 Predicted the Nazi Genocide
As Holocaust Denial Becomes More Mainstream, ‘Never Again’ Must Begin In The Classroom
House to introduce bill that would fund Holocaust education programs in schools
New York congresswoman to introduce Holocaust education bill
During Holocaust Remembrance Week, Rep. Maloney Announces ...
Parallels and differences between IS, Nazi genocides - ABC
‘Never Again Education Act’ to educate American students about the Holocaust

Let’s close America’s Holocaust knowledge gap through education

4 in 10 millennials don't know 6 million Jews were killed in Holocaust, study shows

22% of US millennials haven't heard of or are not sure if they have heard of the Holocaust, study finds

Americans Believe Holocaust Education Is Important, But Survey Finds Gaps in Their Knowledge

Holocaust is fading from memory, survey finds - New York Times

Holocaust Is Fading From Memory, Survey Finds

New Survey Finds Shoah Knowledge In U.S. Largely Lacking

Holocaust and memory: An alarming new study shows growing ignorance

Defining Auschwitz shouldn’t be difficult

Why we’re forgetting the Holocaust

We said we'd never forget: Study shows Holocaust fading fast from US consciousness

Holocaust Ignorance: Today's Dangers - The Globalist

If the Holocaust fades from memory, it can happen again

Mandate an End to Holocaust Ignorance

The NYT says we're forgetting about the Holocaust, but history ...

Why Holocaust Education Is Desperately Needed in America

Want to fight anti-Semitism? Teach people about the Holocaust. - The ...

Steven Spielberg urges mandatory Holocaust education

Holocaust ‘Orphan’ Dr. Ruth Responds to Millennial Ignorance About Nazi Atrocities

America doesn’t have a Holocaust problem. It has a history problem

Most millennials don't know what Auschwitz is, but this Holocaust survivor is determined to teach them

Holocaust scholar’s message: ‘Our schools have failed us’

Teach the Holocaust Where It Happened

The History and Future of Holocaust Research

They survived the Holocaust. Now the world is forgetting what they endured.

As the daughter of Holocaust survivors, I'm alarmed that our country is forgetting the genocide

Celebration, Commemoration and Disappointment

Parent upset over removal of Holocaust unit from eighth-grade ELA class …
The Chaplain and the Survivors - Tablet Magazine

Opinion | Holocaust Survivors ‘Have Voices That Matter’

George Will: What artifacts from Nazi murder machinery can teach the U.S. and the world now

US judge awards art to Holocaust heirs

Schiele Ruling Could Pave Way For Return Of Other Artwork

Tracing my family’s Holocaust history was painful – the resurgence of denial is even more so

1924 Film That Anticipates the Holocaust Found and Restored

Review: 'Hitler's Hollywood' Unearths the Cinema of the Third Reich ...

How would the world look if the Nazis won? ‘Hitler’s Hollywood’ gives a glimpse

A Holocaust survivor who knows Trump personally says America feels like Berlin in 1929

Liberalism, naivete and the Holocaust: The old horns of our dilemma

Elie Wiesel a Dissident?

The U.S. Holocaust Museum vs. Elie Wiesel

Eva Kor as we’ve never seen her: Film adds layers to story of Indiana Holocaust survivor

‘They were kids’

Memorial Speaker Triumphs With Testimony, Joy

The man in the glass booth

Camarillo grandmother, a Holocaust survivor on 'Schindler's List,' to share her story

Sheltered From Nazis, Exposed to Rain

‘I Think Daddy Was a Ritchie Boy’ — Jewish Journal

'Testament' seeks to uncover truth about Holocaust victims

Is There Anything Left To Say About the Holocaust?


Between the Shoah and Mimouna

On a Rocky ‘Road to Unfreedom’

Holocaust survivor returning to Auschwitz with memories (photos, video)

How this couple’s love endured the Holocaust

Survivors’ faces join Lincoln on the Mall

Remembering Felicia

'Don’t give up': 90-year-old Holocaust survivor shares her story

Friends separated by Holocaust reunite in LA after 76 years - ABC News
2 Belgian Holocaust survivors reunited after 76 years at Holocaust Remembrance Day event in LA

Friends Separated by the Holocaust Reunite in California

Separated by the Holocaust, old friends find each other 76 years later

Inge Auerbacher, Holocaust survivor and author, coming to Tolerance Week

Holocaust survivor recounts family's tragedy during annual remembrance day

Holocaust memorial: 'Never forget'

My ancestors died in the Holocaust. I just found out about it.

A lesson from the Holocaust: Never stop telling the terrible stories

Opinion: Remembering Holocaust is a duty steeped in morality

What Will The Holocaust Museum Look Like Without Survivors? | WAMU

As Holocaust survivors fade, a new generation keeps their ...

Photographer's portraits tell Holocaust survivors' stories

'I want to make sure future generations never forget': Holocaust survivor shares his story

Yom HaShoah: Holocaust survivor, Rockland judiciary request tolerance, education

Yom Hashoah: A Day of Irony and Remembrance

Lessons Learned From Survivors - Detroit Jewish News

Holocaust Survivor visits Morgantown

This Remarkable Charm Bracelet Chronicles a Life Inside a Concentration Camp

Hadassah Lieberman’s story

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, I'll think of my great-uncle and his incredible story of survival

Holocaust Museum surpasses fundraising goal, now aims for $1 billion

‘Schindler’s List’ at 25: How Steven Spielberg’s deeply Jewish story spoke to the masses

Anne Frank’s World Comes to Walker

New regional director discusses Holocaust museum's mission ...

A Holocaust museum in Brooklyn tells the story through the eyes of Orthodox Jews

The Shoah, Through Orthodox Eyes

Emanuel, Holocaust museum leaders raise concerns over growing anti-Semitism

Gift from Keene residents allows KSC library to expand | Local News ...

Naples Holocaust Museum relocating to new space after receiving $1 million donation

Violins of Hope: Master luthiers, father and son, restore instruments played during The Holocaust
Nashville Symphony Gives Voice To Holocaust History
Alabama hosts concerts with Holocaust violins
Phoenix project awarded grant to showcase violins used during Holocaust
Violins of Hope Phoenix gets grant for Holocaust-related project
Anne Frank's Letter to Her American Pen Pal Will Be Displayed in Iowa
Anne Frank and her Iowa Penpal - Traces
Anne Frank's Iowa pen pal tells her story | Local News | qctimes.com
BBC - Travel - Anne Frank's American pen pal
Anne Frank Letter to Iowa Pen Pal to Be Sold - The New York Times
We Are All Survivors at Yom HaShoah
Every Generation Needs To ‘Bomb Auschwitz’
A showcase of the vilest and noblest manifestations of humanity - The ...
Classroom at US Holocaust museum to be dedicated to author Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Northwestern historians shape latest exhibit at U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum - Northwestern Now
Perillo's Holocaust art exhibit opens Tuesday in Wagner Spotlight Gallery
Holocaust exhibit showing at Letourneau University
Holocaust remembrance ceremony held in downtown Spartanburg
The last Nazi hunter talks
Nuremberg Prosecutor To Speak At Ceremony Honoring Holocaust Victims
"The Holocaust by Bullets" at the 21st Annual Yom HaShoah in Tulsa
‘Linkage’ Question Animates Debate Over Holocaust Memory
Postcards from the Shoah - Jewish Review of Books
From generation to generation, South Florida vows to never forget the Holocaust
'Stitching Histories from the Holocaust' returns to Jewish Museum Milwaukee, tells local stories of Holocaust
Jewish-American soldiers didn’t just fight Nazis in WWII — they endured anti-Semitism
Documentary Highlights 'GI Jews' Who Served In U.S. Armed Forces
‘G.I. Jews’ Fought Bigotry At Home, As Well
As numbers dwindle, Jews who fought Nazis recall struggle
5 amazing Jewish women who served during World War II (Kveller)
Every Holocaust Story Matters
On this Holocaust Remembrance Day, I remember Charlie
Thinking of my Opa | Howard Feldman | The Blogs | The Times of Israel
At moving ‘Schindler’s List’ reunion, Spielberg hails film ...
In “Nana,” Three Generations of Women Look Back on the Holocaust
Film On Survivors Finds Fear Defiance
Holocaust survivor speaks at UNH remembrance service in West Haven
Never Forget: Farmington Valley Jewish Community Honors Victims Of Holocaust
Jennifer Horn: Remembering the Holocaust and preventing another one | New Hampshire
Aaron Elster, who kept Holocaust memories alive via 3-D hologram, dead at 86
Joyous music written in Nazi concentration camps is brought to life
Dover Quartet Breathes New Life Into Music Born Of The Holocaust
‘Holocaust Escape Tunnel’ Story Uncovered
Days of darkness, years of light
Artist of the Week: 'Hope and Darkness'
Highlighting radical acts of 'stealth' kindness during Holocaust – J.
Yom Hashoah: A Day of Irony and Remembrance
Daffodils, memory, and joy
Holocaust Commission Honors Action Amid Remembrance
Holocaust, history, hate and hope
Marker to honor Pender County farm tract that housed Jewish refugees
Marker: D-117 - North Carolina Highway Historical Marker Program
State recognizes Burgaw community that provided refuge for Holoc ...
New NC Highway Historical Marker Recounts Rescue of Jews from Ho
Walk Through This Exhibition With Dread. You Know Where It Leads ...
Living History: A Tale of the Holocaust | McDaniel Free Press
My Grandmother Survived the Holocaust. Her Quiet, Gentle Strength Inspired My
Entrepreneurial Journey.
The aftermath of the Holocaust illuminated by the Dallasites who survived
At Fairfield commemoration, Holocaust survivor describes life in Nazi-occupied Hungary
Lessons shared in Las Vegas for Holocaust Remembrance Day – Las ...
Deerfield senior living facility home to 6 Holocaust survivors: 'It should never be forgotten'
Survivor Support Sizzles With Cooking Sessions

Albright talks about fascism at Sixth & I

Shaler Area teacher named Holocaust Educator of the Year

Essay contest winner: ‘Repeating history with hate speech’

Spokane Community Observance of the Holocaust 2018 Art and Essay Contests, second and third place art entry selections

'After Auschwitz': Film Review

'After Auschwitz' is a poignant documentary on life after the Holocaust

Holocaust survivor, 94, recounts atrocities to keep memory alive

What Would Elie Wiesel Have Done? (Not Stay Home ... - The Forward

ZOA says Parkland survivor’s use of ‘Never Again’ in book title ‘trivializes the Holocaust’

The Holocaust Photo that Offended Facebook

Columbia students hold anti-Israel demonstration opposite Holocaust commemoration booth

Disgraceful: Columbia U Permits Anti-Israel Protest Near Holocaust Booth

Knox College in Turmoil as Professor Says 'Jews Act Like Nazis,' Jewish Critic Targeted by Hate Mail

Neo-Nazis Burned a Swastika After Their Rally in Georgia

It doesn't surprise me that neo-Nazis marched in my hometown (Kveller)

Opinion | Jewish Power at 70 Years - The New York Times

Opinion | The History of White Power - The New York Times

What a new memorial for black lynching victims learned from Holocaust commemoration

What a new tribute to black lynching victims learned from Holocaust memorials

............................................................
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We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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